POST SHOW REPORT

ISCM Forums, the event wing of ISCM, hosted
“6th Demand Planning and Forecasting Forum
2022”. The practice leaders from some of the leading
companies discussed how an integrated technology
embedded demand planning function is vital to
future-proof end to end supply chain network.
A seminar where proficient demand planning
professionals congregated to discuss on datadriven demand planning – a crucial factor needs to
be focused to plan for challenges in the disruptive
scenario. The speakers further highlighted on key
threats and interference by various internal as well
as external factors and strategies to build a digital
supply chain to overthrow these disruptions. The
discussion continued on conversation that how
companies can take lead in dynamic supply chains
by integrated demand planning with real-time
data tracing capabilities. The final debate of the
seminar was on cross-functional demand planning
for better-decisions with bionic supply chains.

HIGHLIGHTS

Theme Address “Philosophy Of Demand Forecasting”
The key note on demand forecasting philosophy headlined the prominent concerns that every companies are
unknowingly dealing with lack of forecast accuracy due to unplanned and arbitrary decisions and highly volatile
environment.The talk focused on the need to move beyond statistical forecasting and demand management
by integrating geographical, geopolitical, economic factors for achieving strategic agility. Further it focused
on information distortion that makes forecasting and planning more complex and irrelevant. Companies
show leverage cross-functionality and real time data planning to make forecasting more advanced and to
align it with strategic plans. It further illustrated that as demand is day by day gaining volatility, the role
of analytics is strategic in terms of quick and quality demand planning. Presently, companies forecast and
plan their replenishment strategies dependent on the life cycle stage of the product. The talk also touched
upon surging growth in e-commerce, companies prioritize their product over their competitors resulting
into product proliferation and SKU supplementation without forecasting and planning the current demand
scenario. The talk concluded that demand planners should make a ﬁrm resolution to fortify their demand
planning and forecasting process with relevant and real time data tracking, supply and demand mapping and
use of best-ﬁt technology.

Forecast Or Not To Forecast
The ﬁrst panel exchanged thoughts on leading role of
forecasting in unprecedented disruptions. Forecasting needs
to keep up the volatile ecosystem with data driven demand
planning. Advanced forecasting is a base for identifying the
irrelevant factors that disrupt dlemand planning. Probabilstic
forecasting is the key to plan demand more eﬀectively in the
face of challanges. Planning with real time data is possible
only by building supply chain that is more agile and smart
with value added statistical forecasting.

Redeﬁning Planning by Leveraging
Technology
The second panel debated on building end to end
integration in supply chain by leveraging technology.
It’s diﬃcult to react more quickly and actively to the
changing trends and external factors, the role of
technology starts from this phase. Planning demand
with customer-centered vision requires technological
support across the supply chain. A demand drivendigital supply chain is the future with the changing
trends and impulsive consumer behavior. It’s time to
review, analyze and redeﬁne planning in the right time
with the right technology, building a silo-resistant
supply chain with collaborative technological planning.

Demand Sensing: Real Time Demand
Tracking
The panel focused on extending the visibility in supply
chain ecosystem through demand sensing.
Most
companies fail to sense short term demand in the volatile
disruptive scenario. Planning demand with historic data
and antiquated software makes planning more complex.
Deploying right technology and planning with the
accurate and relevant real- time data will make short term
planning easier. Planning (short-term) demand with Data
sensing makes companies plan better short-term goals,
customer segmentation and proactively reacting toward
demand signals.

Integrated Business Planning
Leveraging Short & Medium Term
Planning In The New Normal
Businesses globally are understanding the importance
of integrating People, Processes and Technologies. Silos
are becoming a thing of the past. Our penultimate panel
on “Integrated Business Planning Leveraging Short and
Medium Term Planning In The New Normal” discussed the
key challenges in the process of integration and outlined
the future of of Collaborative planning by leveraging
demand collection, consensus forecasting, demand
management and other S&OP processes.

Building Bionic Capabilities For Demand
Planning & Forecasting
The panelists brainstormed on building Bionic capabilities
with man and mechanical collaboration. Planning demand
needs high level understanding and analysis of the trends
in the upheaval scenario. This analysis for better decision
making needs manual as well as technological support.
The central point of panel discourse was building smart
planning capabilities across the supply chain with humantech collaboration to build a well-connected lean and agile
supply chain.
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• The event was promoted using a mix of conventional
marketing mix and social media.
• The ISCM outreach touched close to 10,000 technology,
logistics and supply chain professionals from the country.
• LinkedIn for each panel and speaker topic, generating
additional interest in the event.
• Event highlighted and promoted by our association and media
partners of the event in various magazines and digital spaces.
• Conventional marketing included tele calling by a team oftwo
dedicated ISCM staff, and supplemented by the eventmarketing
team.
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We look Forward to your continued
Support at the next edition of
“7th DEMAND PLANNING AND
FORECASTING FORUM”
https://dpffindia.com/

